MASERGY ACHIEVES TMC AWARD TRIFECTA FOR UNIFIED COMMUNICATIONS EXCELLENCE,
NFV AND SDN PRODUCTS OF THE YEAR
Company’s Vision of Simplified, Global Communication Continues to Impress Industry Judges
Year After Year
Dallas — April 10, 2017 — Masergy today announced the company has racked-up three TMC
awards for its Global Unified Communications, Network Function Virtualization and Software
Defined Network offerings. Already the recipient of numerous awards, Masergy’s solutions
continue to redefine how global networking and communications are conducted, deployed and
maintained.
Judges continually elevate Masergy’s solutions above traditional business communication
offerings, citing innovations that consistently simplify the complicated process of deploying
global communications. Products and awards included within this recent trifecta include:
● 2016 Unified Communications Excellence Award - Through an extensible, highly
scalable IP communications infrastructure, the company offers a redundant
carrier-grade platform for voice, video and mobility communications for a wide range of
enterprises and multi-location organizations, provided with comprehensive 24/7 client
support. Masergy’s global carrier-grade UCaaS platform is integrated with the
company’s managed global network. This provides enterprises with a total business
communications solution with built-in automatic failover and disaster recovery to
increase reliability.
● Internet Telephony SDN Product of the Year Award - Masergy’s global networking
platform was built on a Software Defined Platform that simplifies and automates many
of the routine tasks of managing a global network. It offers best-in-class visibility and
control, and the performance required to support the advanced applications enterprises
are relying on to transform their businesses.

● Internet Telephony NFV Product of the Year - Masergy’s Virtual f(n) Managed Network
Functions offer a family of fully managed, distributed network functions where
organizations can choose the features via a software delivery model akin to mobile app
stores, where software can be deployed to branch office locations as needed.
“Organizations know they must shift their rigid, legacy, one-size-fits-all IT model to a more
agile, business driven approach,” said Tim Naramore, CTO at Masergy. “This transformation
requires adoption of an integrated, modular and scalable IT services model that can be easily
provisioned on demand. We are proud that TMC has recognized our innovative approach.”
About Masergy
Masergy owns and operates the largest independent Software Defined Platform in the world,
delivering hybrid networking, managed security and cloud communication solutions to global
enterprises. Our patented technology, customizable solutions and unmatched customer
experience are why a growing number of leading organizations rely on Masergy to deliver
performance beyond expectations. Learn more about Masergy and follow us on our blog
Transforming Enterprise IT, Twitter @Masergy, LinkedIn and Facebook.
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